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Abstract

Clusters of high-end workstations and PCs are currently
used in many application domains to perform large-scale
computations or as scalable servers for I/O bound tasks.
Although clusters have many advantages, their applicabil-
ity in emerging areas of applications has been limited. One
of the main reasons for this is the fact that clusters do not
provide a single system image and thus are hard to pro-
gram. In this work we address this problem by providing
a single cluster image with respect to thread and memory
management. We implement our system,CableS(Cluster
enabled threadS), on a 32-processor cluster interconnected
with a low-latency, high-bandwidth system area network
and conduct an early exploration of the costs involved in
providing the extra functionality. We demonstrate the ver-
satility of CableSwith a wide range of applications and
show that clusters can be used to support applications that
have been written for more expensive tightly–coupled sys-
tems, with very little effort on the programmer side: (a) We
run legacypthreadsapplications without any major mod-
ifications. (b) We use a public domain OpenMP compiler
(OdinMP [8]) to translate OpenMP programs topthreads
and execute them on our system, with no or few modifica-
tions to the translatedpthreadssource code. (c) We provide
an implementation of the M4 macros for ourpthreadssys-
tem and run the SPLASH-2 applications. We also show that
the overhead introduced by the extra functionality ofCa-
bleSaffects the parallel section of applications that have
been tuned for the shared memory abstraction only in cases
where the data placement is affected by operating system
(WindowsNT) limitations in virtual memory mappings gran-
ularity.

1. Introduction and Background

The shared memory abstraction is used in an increasing
number of application areas. Most vendors are designing
both small–scale symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs) and
large–scale, hardware cache-coherent distributed shared
memory (DSM) systems, targeting both scientific and com-
mercial applications. However, there is still a large gap in
the configuration space for affordable and scalable shared
memory architectures, as shown in Figure 1. Shared mem-
ory clusters are an attractive approach for filling in the gap
and providing affordable and scalable compute cycles and
I/O.

Recently there has been progress in building high-
performance clusters out of high–end workstations and
low-latency, high-bandwidth system area networks (SANs).
SANs, used as interconnection networks provide memory–
to–memory latencies of under 10µs and bandwidth in the
order of hundreds of MBytes/s, limited mainly by the PCI
bus. For instance, the cluster we are developing at the
University of Toronto uses Myrinet as the interconnec-
tion network and currently provides one–way, memory–to–
memory latency of about 7.8µs and bandwidth of about
125MBytes/s. Similar clusters are being built at many other
research institutions. Recent work has also targeted the de-
sign of efficient shared virtual memory (SVM) protocols for
such clusters [29, 20, 32, 17]. These protocols take advan-
tage of features provided by SANs, such as low–latencies
for short messages and direct remote memory operations
with no remote processor intervention [15, 11, 10], to im-
prove system performance and scalability [20].

Despite the many advantages of clusters, their use is not
widespread. One of the main reasons is that despite the
progress on the performance side, it still is a very challeng-
ing task to port existing applications or to write new ones for
the shared memory programming APIs provided by clus-



Figure 1. The architectural space for shared memory sys-

tems. Shared memory clusters may be able to fill in a

gap in the cost-performance range and provide applica-

tion portability across architectures that covers the full

spectrum.

ters. Many shared memory clusters are written according
to M4–macros rules (Figure 2). Although these APIs pro-
vide sufficient primitives to write parallel programs, they
also impose several restrictions: (i) Processes cannot al-
ways be created and destroyed on the fly during applica-
tion execution. This is especially true on clusters that use
modern SANs with support for direct remote memory op-
erations. In these systems all nodes/processes need to be
present at initialization to perform the initial mappings. (ii)
Programmers allocate shared memory only during program
initialization and should not free memory until the end of
execution. For instance, these rules are followed by the
SPLASH-2 applications that are usually used for evaluat-
ing shared memory systems. Also, placement of primary
copies of shared pages is limited due to restrictions im-
posed by SANs on both the number of regions as well as
the total amount of memory space that can be mapped.
(iii) In most shared memory clusters the synchronization
primitives supported arelock/unlockandbarrier primitives.
However, more modern APIs support conditional waits as
well as other primitives. These, and other limitations are
not very important for large classes of scientific applications
that are well structured. However, they pose important ob-
stacles for using clusters in areas of applications that exhibit
a more dynamic behavior, such as commercially–oriented
applications. In essence, current clusters that support shared
memory provide a very limited single system image to the
programmer with respect to process, memory management,
and synchronization.

The goal of this work is to overcome the above lim-
itations for existing and new applications written for the
shared memory model. To achieve this we provide a more
complete and functional single cluster image to the pro-
grammer by designing and implementing apthreadsinter-
face on top of our cluster. We also perform a preliminary
evaluation of the costs associated with the additional sys-
tem functionality. Our system,CableS(Cluster enabled

Figure 2. The programming template for many SVM sys-

tems. At Stage 1: all global variables are declared as

pointers. Stage 2: global variables are allocated between

the initialization sequence. Stage 3: threads are created.

threadS), allows existingpthreadsprograms to run on our
system with minor modifications. Programs can dynam-
ically create and destroy threads, allocate global shared
memory throughout execution, and use synchronization
primitives specified by thepthreadsAPI. More specifically,
our system provides support for:

Dynamic memory management: CableSaddresses a
number of issues with respect to memory management. (a)
It provides all necessary mechanisms to support different
memory placement policies. Currently,CableSimplements
first touch placement, but can be extended to support others
as well. (b) It provides the ability to allocate global, shared
memory dynamically at any time during program execution.
(c) It deals with static global variables in a transparent way.

Dynamic node and thread management: CableSal-
lows the application to dynamically create threads at any
point during execution. Currently, new threads are allocated
to nodes with a simple, round–robin policy. When threads
exceed a maximum number, a new node is attached to the
application. On the fly, the system performs all the neces-
sary initialization to support thepthreadsAPI.

Modern synchronization primitives: CableSsupports
the conditional wait primitives.

The main limitation ofCableSis that, although it pro-
vides a single system image with respect to thread manage-
ment, memory management, and synchronization support,
it does not yet include file system and networking support
across cluster nodes. The general issue here is that operat-
ing system (OS) state is still not shared across nodes. How-



ever, this is beyond the scope of this work and we do not
examine this further.

We demonstrate the viability of our approach and the
versatility of our system by using a wide range of appli-
cations: (a) We run existingpthreadsapplications with mi-
nor modifications. (b) We use a public–domain OpenMP
compiler, OdinMP [8], that translates OpenMP programs
to pthreadsprograms for shared memory multiprocessors
and run the translated OpenMP programs on our system.
OdinMP [8] is designed for shared memory multiprocessors
that supportpthreads. Our system supports the OpenMP
programs with no modifications to the OpenMP source and
minor modifications to thepthreadssources. (c) We pro-
vide an implementation of the M4 macros forpthreadsand
we run some SPLASH-2 applications. We also show that
the overhead introduced by the extra functionality affects
the parallel section of applications that have been tuned for
the shared memory abstractiononly in cases where data is
improperly placed due to OS limitations in virtual memory
mappings granularity. In the SPLASH-2 applications most
overhead is introduced during application initialization and
termination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the design ofCableS. Section 3 presents our ex-
perimental results. Section 4 presents related work and Sec-
tion 5 discusses our high level conclusions.

2. System Design

CableSis a system built upon an existing state-of-the-
art, tuned SVM system,GeNIMA, which provides the basic
shared memory protocol.CableSsupports a fullpthreads
(POSIX Threads IEEE POSIX 1003.1 [1]) API, which en-
ables legacy shared memory applications written for tradi-
tional, tightly coupled, hardware shared memory systems to
run on shared memory clusters. Within thepthreadsAPI,
CableSaddresses the following issues: (i) Dynamic global
memory management. (ii) Dynamic thread management.
(iii) Support for modern synchronization primitives. Our
main contribution is our memory extensions to support a
transparent dynamic memory management.

2.1. Memory Subsystem

We deal with memory management issues at both the
communication and SVM levels. First, we explain how
the communication layer is coupled with the SVM layer.
Secondly, we describe what limitations currently exist at
the communication level, and how these limitations effect
the system API. Finally, we describe howCableSaddresses
these limitations.

Nodes in modern clusters are usually interconnected
with low–latency, high–bandwidth SANs that support user–

level access to network resources [15, 10, 7]. By allowing
users to directly access the network without OS interven-
tion, these systems dramatically reduce latencies compared
to traditional TCP/IP–based local area networks. More-
over, to further reduce latencies, SANs usually support di-
rect remote memory operations: Reads and writes to remote
memory are performed without remote processor interven-
tion. This mechanism provides fast access to remote mem-
ory within a cluster. SVM systems on clusters intercon-
nected with SANs take advantage of these features to reduce
the overhead associated with propagation and updating of
shared data [29, 20].

In these mechanisms, a node maps one or more regions
of remote memory to the local network interface card (NIC)
and then performs direct operations on these regions with-
out requiring OS or processor intervention on the remote
side. This mapping operation is called registration and usu-
ally requires work at both the sending as well as the receiv-
ing NIC.

2.1.1 Current SAN Limitations

Due to hardware resource limits (e.g., memory on the NIC)
SANs [15, 6, 14, 11], incur a number of limitations:

One limitation is the number of memory regions that can
be registered on the NIC (usually a few thousand). Usual
solutions in SVM protocols to reducing the number of re-
gions are: (a) To group shared pages in regions and map
them in one operation. In this case, pages in the working
set of a process may have their primary copies (homes) in
remote nodes resulting in excessive network traffic and per-
formance degradation. (b) To place the primary copies of
pages in the working set on the node where the process runs.
In this way the registration limitations may be violated since
there will be a large number of non-contiguous memory re-
gions that have to be registered. (c) To register the many,
non-contiguous regions in one operation, including the gaps
between regions. However, this results in registering essen-
tially all the shared address space. This is not feasible due to
the total amount of memory which can be registered. None
of these solutions is satisfactory.

Another limitation is the total amount of memory that
can be registered on the NIC (usually a few hundred
MBytes). The only solution to this is dynamic management
of registered memory [9, 4], which introduces additional
costs but may allow for larger amounts of remote memory
to be used for direct operations. Although we are exploring
this alternative at the NIC level, this direction is beyond the
scope of this work.

The amount of memory that can be pinned due to OS
limitations, where a pinned page means that the page will
never be swapped out of main memory. This is a funda-
mental limit in current OS design that cannot be overcome



in SVM systems.

2.1.2 Current Limitations on SVM APIs

The above limitations inflict a number of constraints on
SVM systems with respect to memory management:

Allocation and deallocation of global shared memory
is limited. Many systems today allocate all global shared
memory at initialization and deallocate it at program termi-
nation. Furthermore, static memory management requires
all participating nodes to be present at application startup
time. This simplifies significantly the task of providing a
shared address space. Since all nodes are present at initial-
ization, they can all perform at the same time all necessary
steps of creating the shared portion of the virtual address
space. Thus, resource requirements in memory and nodes
need to be known up front, which is not always possible
with applications that exhibit dynamic behavior, and in ad-
dition, resources may be overall, poorly utilized.

The amount of process virtual memory that can be allo-
cated to global shared data is constrained. In many cases,
although processes have available virtual address space, and
the cluster has enough physical memory to efficiently sup-
port large problem sizes, the virtual memory cannot be used
due to the above SAN limitations. This is going to be espe-
cially true as 64–bit processors are used in commodity clus-
ters. Moreover, many shared memory applications exhibit
access patterns to memory that result in a working set which
consists of non-contiguous shared pages, further complicat-
ing registration issues.

There is no dynamic assignment of primary shared page
copies to nodes (home placement and migration). The
complex and expensive registration phase results usually in
static management of the primary copies (homes) of shared
pages. Thus, SVM systems, which take advantage of re-
mote DMA (direct memory access) operations, do not usu-
ally provide dynamic and on–demand memory placement.

In the threads programming model, global shared vari-
ables are visible to all threads; however, this is not true in
most SVM systems. Global static variables are not usually
included in the shared address space. The compiler/linker
automatically allocates these variables to a designated part
of the virtual address space that is not part of the global
address space. This imposes additional challenges in the
process of porting existing shared memory applications to
clusters.

So far, most of these issues have been dealt with by
avoiding the problems. For instance, the SPLASH-2 ap-
plications have been written in a way that avoids all dy-
namic memory management issues. However, this is not (or
should not be) true for most other shared memory applica-
tions, such aspthreadsapplications. The result is inflexible
systems that are not easy to program. Tables 1 and 2 sum-

marize the SAN limitations and constraints they impose on
SVM systems.

SAN Limitations Affects Affects
base SVM CableS

Number of registered regions Yes No
Total amount of registered memory Yes Yes
Total amount of pinned memory Yes Yes

Table 1. SAN limitations and constraints.

SVM Limitations Addressed Addressed
by base SVM by CableS

Dynamic shared memory No Yes
allocation and deallocation
Amount of virtual memory No Partially
used for shared data (NIC)
Dynamic page placement No Yes
Global static shared variables No Yes

Table 2. SAN and SVM limitations and constraints.

2.1.3 Proposed Solution

Table 2 shows the issues thatCableSdeals with. CableS
addresses the issues associated with the number of exported
regions in SANs and with most SVM memory management
limitations.

Reducing the number of registered regions:CableS
uses double virtual mappings [19] for home pages. Initially,
one contiguous part of the physical address space in each
node is used to hold the primary copies of shared pages
that will be allocated to this node. This part of the physi-
cal address space is always pinned, since it will be accessed
remotely by other nodes (Fig. 3). The primary copies are
mapped twice to the virtual address space of the process.
One mapping is to a contiguous part of the virtual address
space and is used only by the protocol to register the home
pages with one operation, avoiding the registration limita-
tions mentioned above. The second mapping is used by
the application to access the shared data. For this map-
ping, the home pages are divided in groups of fixed size
(in the current system 64 KBytes) and are mapped to arbi-
trary locations in the virtual address space of the process. It
is important to note that these locations are not necessarily
contiguous.

Dynamic allocation and deallocation:As the applica-
tion requires more shared memory, it first allocates a re-
gion in the global virtual address space. Then, it deter-
mines which node will hold the primary copies of these
pages according to some placement policy (currently first
touch). When a home page is touched: (a) The home node
extends the home pages section and registers the additional
pages with the NIC. Then, it maps the virtual memory re-
gion to the newly allocated home pages (Fig. 3). As the pri-



Figure 3. The virtual memory map for the application and

protocol regions.

mary copies of shared pages are placed in different nodes,
the home pages portion of the physical address space is
mapped to non-contiguous regions of the shared virtual ad-
dress space in the home node. (b) Every other node in the
system, registers the newly allocated virtual memory region
with the NIC so that each node can fetch updates from the
primary copies and rely on the OS to allocate arbitrary phys-
ical frames for these pages. The contiguous portion of the
virtual address space that is exported is currently attached
and exported as a single region. It is up to the commu-
nication layer to dynamically handle this region of regis-
tered virtual memory without statically reserving physical
memory and NIC resources [9, 4].Dynamic placement
and migration: Implementing a dynamic placement pol-
icy requires that the system delays binding of virtual ad-
dresses until later in program execution. For instance, im-
plementing a first touch policy, requires delaying binding
until it is first read or written.CableSmaintains information
about each memory segment allocated in the global direc-
tory. During execution, when a node touches the segment,
it uses the global directory to identify if the segment has

been touched by anyone else. If it has, then the segment is
registered with the NIC and is mapped to the corresponding
region on the home node (Fig. 3). If this is the first touch
to the region, then the node becomes the home by updat-
ing the global information and by appropriately mapping
the physical pages to its shared virtual address space so that
the application can use it. Synchronization of the global
information and ordering simultaneous accesses to a newly
allocated region is facilitated through system locks. Table 2
mentions this feature as fully supported, but although we
provide all necessary mechanisms for page migration, we
do not yet provide a policy.

Amount of available virtual memory: The amount of
virtual memory that can be used for shared data depends on
the number of regions and on the total amount of memory
the NIC can register and pin.CableSpartially addresses
this by taking advantage of the double mapping. Instead
of exporting non-contiguous pages in the application map
(Fig. 3), we export the single contiguous protocol mapping
of the home pages (Fig. 3). Although, the total amount of
memory that can be registered and pinned is still limited
by the NIC, our approach allows certain applications, e.g
OCEAN, to run larger problem sizes.

Global static variables: CableSdeals with global static
variables in a transparent way. It uses a type quantifier
GLOBALin WindowsNT:

#define GLOBAL _declspec(allocate("GLOBAL_DATA"))

to allocate these global variables in a special area within
the executable image (Fig. 3)1. At application initialization,
the first node in the system becomes the primary copy for
this region. All necessary mappings are established to other
nodes as they are attached to the application. Thus, static
global variables of arbitrary types can be shared among sys-
tem nodes. This approach can be used in other operating
systems. For example, in Linux theattribute ((section
(”GLOBAL DATA”))) has similar functionality.

Finally, CableSdoes not attempt to deal with the restric-
tions on the amount of memory that can be registered and
pinned because these are issues that are better dealt at the
NIC level (Table 1). However, this work is beyond the scope
of this paper, which focuses at SVM library level issues.

2.2. Thread Management

In a distributed environment, threads of execution need
to be started and administered on remote systems. For this
purpose,CableSneeds to maintain and manage global state
that stores location and resource information about each
thread in an application.CableSuses per application global

1Making this region part of the shared address space in NT is not
straight forward, since the system does not seem to allow remapping of
this area in the process virtual address space. For this reason we extend the
VMMC driver to provide the necessary supporting functionality.



state, called the application control block (ACB). This state
is updated by all nodes in the system via direct remote oper-
ations as well as notification handlers.CableSmaintains the
most up to date system information on the first node where
the application starts (master node). To ensure consistency
of the ACBs, updates are performed either by the master
node through remote handler invocations or by node update
regions in which the system guarantees that the node is the
exclusive writer.

The thread management component of thepthreadsli-
brary is hinged around thread creation. Thread creation in
CableSinvolves one of three possible cases: (i) Create a
thread on the local node. Local thread creation is equiva-
lent to a call to the local OS to create a thread. (ii) Create
a thread on a remote node that is not used by this applica-
tion. This operation is called attaching a remote node to the
application. WhenCableSneeds to attach a new node to
the application, the master node M creates a remote process
on the new node N. Node N, starts executing the initializa-
tion sequence and performs all necessary mappings for the
global shared memory that is already allocated on M. N then
retrieves global state information from M including shared
memory mappings and sends an initialization acknowledg-
ment back to M. M broadcasts to all other nodes in the sys-
tem that N exists and that they can establish their mappings
with N. At the end of this phase, node N has been introduced
into the system and can be used for remote thread creations.
(iii) Create a thread on an already attached remote node.

The remaining thread management operations involve
mostly state management, mainly, through direct reads and
writes to global state in the ACB. For example, in the case
of pthreadjoin(), a thread waits until the ACB indicates that
the particular thread being waited for has completed its ex-
ecution.

Most traditional SVM systems create one thread per pro-
cessor;CableSallows multiple threads per processor. These
threads are scheduled by the local OS and compete for
global system resources. Threads can be terminated at any
time via a cancel mechanism, or can terminate by complet-
ing execution. CableSprovides mechanisms to terminate
threads, and to dynamically detach a node when there are
no longer any threads remaining on the node.

2.3. Synchronization Support

The pthreadsAPI provides two synchronization con-
structs: mutexesandconditions. Current SVM APIs that
mostly target compute-bound parallel applications provide
two other synchronization primitives, locks and barriers.
Since mutexes and locks are very similar, we use the un-
derlying SVM lock mechanism to provide mutexes in the
pthreadsAPI. Thepthreadscondition is a synchronization
construct in which a thread waits until another thread sends

a signal. Mutexes and conditions can be implemented ei-
ther by spinning on a flag or by suspending the thread on
an OS event. Although implementations that use spinning
consume processor cycles, they are more common in paral-
lel systems to reduce wake–up latency. Our implementation
of pthreadsmutexes and conditional waits uses spinning,
when there is fewer threads per processor in a node, and
switches to locks that spin for a specified time and then lo-
cally block [22].

Finally, global synchronization (barriers) can be imple-
mented inpthreadswith mutexes (or conditions). How-
ever, to support legacy parallel applications efficientlyCa-
bleSextends thepthreadsAPI to support a barrier opera-
tion pthreadbarrier(numberof threads).

2.4. Summary

CableSprovides a shared memory programming model
that is very similar to apthreadsprogramming model for
tightly–coupled shared memory multiprocessors, such as
SMPs and hardware DSMs. Figure 4 shows an example of a
CableSprogram. To run anypthreadsprogram onCableS,
the following modifications are required:

1. Add the pthreadstart() and pthreadend() library
calls.

2. Prefix all static variables that will be globally shared
with theGLOBALidentifier.

3. Link with CableSlibrary.

Figure 4. The current programming model for programs

written for CableS

3. Results

In this section we present three types of results: (i) We
provide microbenchmarks to measure the overhead of basic



system operations. (ii) We demonstrate that legacypthreads
programs written for traditional hardware shared memory
multiprocessors, such as SMPs, can run with minor modifi-
cations onCableS. We use a public domain OpenMP com-
piler, OdinMP [8], which is written for SMPs and hardware
cache–coherent DSMs, to translate existing OpenMP pro-
grams topthreadsprograms and run them directly onCa-
bleS. (iii) We study the impact ofCableSon parallel pro-
grams that have been optimized for DSM systems by im-
plementing the M4 macros on top ofpthreadsand running
most of the SPLASH-2 applications.

3.1. Experimental Platform

The specific system we use is a 32–processor cluster con-
sisting of sixteen, 2-way PentiumPro SMP nodes intercon-
nected with a Myrinet network. Each SMP is running Win-
dowsNT. The nodes in the system are connected with a low–
latency, high–bandwidth Myrinet SAN [7]. The software
infrastructure in the system includes a custom communica-
tion layer and a highly optimized SVM system. The com-
munication layer we use on top of Myrinet is a user-level
communication layer, Virtual Memory Mapped Communi-
cation (VMMC) [2, 10]. VMMC provides both explicit,
direct remote memory operations (reads and writes) and
notification–based send primitives. The SVM protocol used
is GeNIMA [20], which is a home-based, page-level SVM
protocol. The consistency model in the protocol is Release
Consistency [13]. GeNIMA provides an API based on the
M4 macros, which are extensively used for writing shared
memory applications in the scientific computing commu-
nity.

Table 3 shows the cost of basic VMMC operations on
our cluster. Noticeable, VMMC provides a one way, end–
to–end latency of around 7.8µs, which is to our knowledge,
among the best performing systems using a Myrinet inter-
connect.

VMMC Operation Overhead

1-word send (one-way lat) 7.8µs
1-word fetch (round-trip lat) 22µs
4 KByte send (one-way lat) 52µs
4 KByte fetch (round-trip lat) 81µs
Maximum ping-pong bandwidth 125 MBytes/s
Maximum fetch bandwidth 125 MBytes/s
Notification 18µs

Table 3. Basic VMMC costs. All send and fetch operations

are assumed to be synchronous. These costs do not

include contention in any part of the system.

3.2. Microbenchmarks

Table 4 shows the results from our microbenchmarking.
We obtain these numbers on 2 and 4 node systems. For
these tests there is no contention in system resources and
there is no shared memory protocol activity (no application
shared data is used). We run experiments multiple times and
average costs over all executions.

Node attaching is the most expensive system operation
since a new node needs to perform all initialization with
other nodes in the system. This time will increase as more
nodes are introduced since more import/export links need to
be established. Some elements of node attaching are done in
parallel, and the breakdowns will not exactly add up to the
total. Additionally, the communication time includes the
time for importing nodes, which potentially includes wait-
ing time since a buffer can not be imported until the other
node has exported it. The pthreadcreate() times show the
cost of a remote create and the potential for pooling threads
on nodes to save time.

Unlike the remote mutex cost, the local mutex cost refers
to the case where the mutex was last locked/unlocked by a
thread within the node and there is no communication in-
volved. The first time cost refers to the case where the mu-
tex is acquired for the first time. At that time the acquirer
needs to perform additional bookkeeping.

Condition wait and signal involves mostly local process-
ing and ACB direct read/write operations to update and re-
trieve condition information. These overheads are relatively
low and depend only on direct remote operation costs, so
they are not expected to vary much with the number of
nodes. On the other hand, the current implementation of
condition broadcast depends on the number of nodes wait-
ing on the condition and involves processing for each node
in the system and communication (one remote write) for
each node waiting on the condition.

We also include execution values for two types of barri-
ers. GeNIMA barriers are implemented in the original SVM
system as native operations. Thepthreadsbarrier is im-
plemented usingpthreadsprimitives: a mutex, a condition
variable, and a shared variable. Since each synchronization
variable is handled by a single node, this node becomes a
centralization point. The difference in performance is due
to the point–to–point nature of synchronization used in the
pthreadsversion.

Segment migration involves determining if a segment
has an owner and taking ownership of the page on the first
touch. These two actions can be taken by any node, but
the segment state is maintained on one node, so there is re-
mote and local migration based on the need for this state
information. Segment migration costs slightly more in the
remote case since information needs to be read and written
from and to the ACB owner node. Owner detection is the



CableSMechanism Total LocalCableS RemoteCableS Local OS Communication

attach node 3690 ms 1 ms 1978 ms 523 ms 1188 ms
local thread create 766µs 140µs - 626µs -

remote thread create 819µs 110µs 40µs - 47µs

local mutex lock (first time) 33µs 10µs - - 23µs
local mutex lock 4 µs 4 µs - - -

remote mutex lock (first time) 122µs 15µs 35µs - 72µs
remote mutex lock 101µs 16µs 35µs - 50µs

mutex unlock 6 µs 6 µs - - -

conditional wait 30µs 5 µs - - 15µs
conditional signal 100µs 14µs - 2 µs 85µs

conditional broadcast 110µs 7 µs - 2 µs 101µs

GeNIMA barrier 70µs - - - 65µs
pthreadsbarrier 13 ms - - - -

segment migration on ACB owner (first time) 159µs 92µs - 67µs -
segment owner detect on ACB owner 1 µs 1 µs - - -

segment migration (first time) 252µs 95µs - 65µs 92µs
segment owner detect (first time) 23µs 1 µs - - 22µs

segment owner detect 1 µs 1 µs - - -

administration request 20µs 2 µs - - 18µs

Table 4. CableS execution times for the basic events. For node attach the remote OS time is 2031 ms and for remote create

the remote OS time is 622 µs.

page fault processing cost for a segment that does not need
to migrate, but the page information needs to be examined.
This processing is usually small but depends on whether the
segment information is locally cached.

3.3. Supporting Legacy Pthreads Applications

To demonstrate the versatility ofCableSwe use OdinMP
to compile three SPLASH-2 applications that have been
written for OpenMP: FFT, LU, and OCEAN. OdinMP is
written for translating OpenMP programs for SMP and
hardware cache–coherent DSM systems. We also use three
publicly availablepthreadsprograms: (i) Prime numbers
(PN), which computes all prime numbers in a user specified
range. (ii) Producer–consumer (PC), a producer–consumer
program which runs with two threads. (iii) Pipe (PIPE),
which creates a threaded pipeline where each element stage
consists of a calculation. Table 5 shows thepthreadspro-
grams which were run onCableSand thepthreadscalls
each of the programs makes, along with the average exe-
cution time of each function. We use this table to show the
average cost ofCableSoperations during program execu-
tion (including any induced contention). PC only uses two
threads and, therefore, runs on only one node. Performance-
wise, PC shows the approximate cost of local API opera-
tions. PN, PIPE, and the OpenMP programs provide an in-
dication of the average execution time of remote operations
in CableS. We see that remote operations are about three

orders of magnitude slower than local operations. With re-
spect to synchronization operations, conditional waits and
mutex lock operations include the cost of communication
and the application wait time. Conditional signals and
broadcasts are much faster than waits and mutexes since
they involve sending only small messages to activate threads
in remote nodes. Table 6 shows the speedups of the three
OpenMP SPLASH-2 applications. These applications are
written for SMP-type shared memory architectures and are
not optimized for DSM (especially software) systems so the
speedups are not indicative of the actual performance that
can be obtained on DSM systems. The next section exam-
ines this aspect.

PROGRAM 4 procs. 8 procs. 16 procs.

FFT 1.61 2.05 2.44
LU 3.17 3.71 7.10

OCEAN 1.33 1.43 1.92

Table 6. Speedups for the three SPLASH-2 OpenMP pro-

grams on 4, 8, and 16 processors.

3.4. SPLASH-2 Applications

To investigate the overhead thatCableSintroduces in ap-
plications that have been tuned for the shared memory ab-
straction we provide an implementation of the M4 macros
on CableSand run a subset of the SPLASH-2 applications



PROGRAM C J L Co Ca K G Cr Lo Un Wa Si Br Sp

PN • • • • • • 2254 23 2 6154 - 1 15677
PC • • • • • 1.1 0.05 0.005 17 0.042 - -

PIPE • • • • 1008 52 3 527 12 - 11249
OMP FFT • • • • • 1235 54 0.52 1382 0.146 1.1 12302
OMP LU • • • • • 1247 133 1 327 0.134 0.401 12412

OMP OCEAN • • • • • 1312 49 2 494 0.293 0.606 14222

Table 5. Shows pthread programs with their respective pthread function calls and execution times (in ms) for the basic API

operations. Legend: C = pthread create, J = pthread join, L = mutexes, Co = conditions, Ca = thread cancel, K = thread

specific information, G = program uses static global variables Cr = create, Lo = mutex locks, Un = mutex unlock, Wa =

condition wait, Si = condition signal, Br = condition broadcast, Sp= spawn.

on two configurations: The original, optimized SVM sys-
tem that we started from [20] andCableS. In CableSwe
use thepthreadsbarrier call we introduced, as opposed to
a mutex-based implementation of barriers. This choice is
made for fairness reasons. Specific knowledge provided
by the SPLASH-2 applications about global synchroniza-
tion and exploited in the original SVM system should be
exploited inCableSas well. Sincepthreadswas not de-
signed for parallel applications that frequently use global
synchronization we provide this new call for the purpose of
this comparison.

The applications we use are: FFT, LU, OCEAN,
RADIX, WATER-SPATIAL, WATER-SPAT-FL, RAY-
TRACE, and VOLREND. These applications have been
used in a number of recent studies. We use the versions
from [20]. Their characteristics and behavior have been
studied in [31, 21]. FFT, LU, OCEAN share a common
characteristic in that they are optimized to be single-writer
applications; a given word of data is written only by the
processor to which it is assigned. Given appropriate data
structures they are single-writer at page granularity as well,
and pages can be allocated among nodes such that writes to
shared data are almost all local. The applications have dif-
ferent inherent and induced communication patterns [31],
which affect their performance and the impact on SMP
nodes. Water [31] and Radix [5, 16], exhibit more challeng-
ing data access patters for shared memory systems. These
access patterns may result in false sharing depending on the
level of sharing granularity. The problem sizes we use are:
FFT-m22, LU-n4096, OCEAN-n514, RADIX-(n16777216,
m33554432), WATER-32768 molecules, VOLREND-head,
and RAYTRACE-car.512.env Figure 5 shows the execution
times of each application in both system configurations for
1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 processors. We see that for five out
of the eight applications, FFT, LU, RAYTRACE, WATER-
SPATIAL, and WATER-SPAT-FL, the overhead ofCableS
is within 25% of the original system in the 32–processor
configuration.

The other three applications, OCEAN, RADIX, and

VOLREND exhibit different behavior under the two sys-
tems. The large difference in OCEAN is due to a pro-
tocol optimization in the the original system which is not
currently present inCableS. From the execution traces, the
original system could not execute OCEAN with 32 proces-
sors, because of memory registration limits. However,Ca-
bleS, with its memory extensions, was able to run OCEAN
on 32 processors. RADIX and VOLREND are more inter-
esting: SinceCableSrelies on remapping of virtual mem-
ory segments to dynamically allocate homes, home alloca-
tion is restricted due to WindowsNT limitations to a gran-
ularity of 64 KByte segments as opposed to the 4 KByte
page size. In these applications, unlike the first set of
applications, the large mapping granularity results in im-
proper page placement for many pages and in high proto-
col and communication costs. Figure 6 shows the percent-
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Figure 6. SPLASH-2 applications with their percentage of

page misplacements for 4,8,16, and 32 processors

age of pages misplaced inCableScompared to the page–
placement in the original system. FFT, OCEAN, RADIX,
and RAYTRACE exhibit less than 10% of misplaced pages
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Figure 5. SPLASH-2 M4 vs M4-pthread executions with 1, 4, 8, and 16 processors. Solid line is the M4 executions, and dashed

line is M4-pthread executions

with small performance impact. We define a misplaced
page as a page thatCableSplaces on a different home
node when compared againstGeNIMA. For instance, in FFT
misplaced pages cause approximately 2000 additional page
faults per node. LU, WATER-SPATIAL, WATER-SPAT-FL,
and VOLREND exhibit a large number of misplaced pages.
This is not a problem in the two versions of WATER and LU
due to the large computation to communication ratio (LU)
and the infrequent synchronization (LU and WATER). LU
exhibits a high percentage of misplaced pages at 8 and 32
processors. However, the application suffers only 200 addi-
tional read page faults which adds 50ms–100ms to the ex-
ecution time. Thus the performance of the parallel section
is almost identical between the two configurations. The ex-
ecution time breakdowns are practically identical and are
omitted for space reasons. Similarly, WATER-SPAT-FL is
not affected by the misplaced pages. In VOLREND the
misplaced pages result in high performance degradation.
For example, with 32 processors the application shows a
speedup of 12.09 on the original system, as opposed to only
6.49 onCableS.

Overall, we see thatCableSintroduces additional over-
head in applications tuned for the shared memory abstrac-
tion only when it results in improper data placement due
to the 64KByte–granularity mapping restrictions in Win-
dowsNT.

4. Related Work

The pthreadsstandard is defined in [1].CableStar-
gets the implementation of apthreadsAPI on clusters of
workstations. DSM-Threads [26] provides the same API
on hardware cache–coherent DSM systems and discusses
several implementation issues.CableS, instead, deals thor-
oughly with issues on modern SANs that support direct re-
mote memory access. The authors in [12] examine how
SVM protocols can be extended to reduce paging in cases
where nodes have relatively small physical memories. Our
focus is on dealing with limitations of SANs that support
direct remote memory access and with providing dynamic
thread and memory management. The Authors in [30] dis-
cuss home page migration issues in Cashmere. They exam-
ine protocol level extensions for migrating protocol pages
among nodes. In our work, we investigate how SVM sys-
tems can be extended to support dynamic memory man-
agement. Shasta [27] is an instrumentation–based software
shared memory system that was able to support challeng-
ing applications using the executable instrumentation mech-
anism. However, instrumentation–based, fine–grain soft-
ware shared memory has its own limitations (e.g. depends
on processor architecture) and the related issues and solu-
tions can be very different from page–based shared virtual
memory systems. There has also been some work on trying
to eliminated registration limits at the NIC level. The au-



thors in [9] address some of the limitations in the amount of
memory that can be registered and pinned on modern SANs.
However, they deal only with the send path and they do not
address the related issues on the receive side. The authors
in [4] try to reduce the overhead of dynamically managing
registered memory on the NIC to avoid hardware and OS
limits both on the send and receive sides. However, the is-
sue of how the application working set size affects the re-
quired NIC resources and system performance is still not
well understood.

Most other related work in the area has focused on the
following four directions: (i) To improve the performance
of SVM on clusters with SANs. There is a large body
of work in this category [29, 23, 20, 32]. Our work re-
lies on the experiences gained in this area and builds upon
it to extending the functionality provided by today’s clus-
ters. (ii) To provide OpenMP implementations for clusters.
Relatively little work has been done in this area. The au-
thors in [24] provide an OpenMP implementation based on
TreadMarks. They convert OpenMP directly into Tread-
Mark system calls. In [28] the authors present a TreadMarks
based system that deals with node attaching and detaching.
They use the garbage collection mechanism of TreadMarks
to move data among nodes, However, the communication
layer used does not support direct remote memory opera-
tions, and this results in different mechanisms and tradeoffs.
Our work attempts to synchronize all resources, including
memory, with low level resource migration. (iii) To pro-
vide apthreadsinterface on hardware shared memory mul-
tiprocessors, either shared–bus or distributed shared mem-
ory. Most hardware shared memory system and OS vendors
provide apthreadsinterface to applications [25]. In many
systems, this is the preferred API for multithreaded appli-
cations due to the portability advantages. (iv) Finally, to
provide a single system image on top of clusters. Projects
in this area focus on providing a distributed OS that can
manage all aspects of a cluster in multitasking environments
and not as a platform for scalable computation. The authors
in [3] provide a Java Virtual Machine on top of clusters.
This work focuses on Java applications and uses the extra
layer of the JVM to provide a single cluster image. Our
work is at a lower layer. For instance, a JVM written for
thepthreadsAPI, such as Kaffe [18] could be ported to our
system.

5. Conclusions

In this work we design and implement a system that pro-
vides a single system image for SVM clusters with modern
SANs. Our system supports thepthreadsAPI and within
this API, provides dynamic thread and memory manage-
ment as well as all synchronization primitives. Our mem-
ory management system deals with limitations of modern

SANs that support direct remote memory operations. We
show that this system is able to supportpthreadsappli-
cations written for more tightly–coupled, hardware shared
memory multiprocessors. We use a wide suite of programs
to demonstrate the viability of our approach to make clus-
ters easier to use in new areas of applications, especially
in areas that exhibit dynamic behavior. We also perform a
preliminary evaluation of basic system costs.

Our results show that existing applications can run on
top ofCableSwith few or no modifications and applications
tuned for performance on shared memory systems incur ad-
ditional overhead only when the 64-KByte granularity of
mapping physical to virtual memory in WindowsNT results
in improper data placement. The rest of the overhead intro-
duced byCableSis limited to the initialization and termina-
tion sections of these applications.

CableSis a first step towards enabling a wider range of
new applications to run unmodified on clusters. To facil-
itate further work with publicly–available, server–type ap-
plications we are portingCableSto Linux. We are also con-
sidering supporting a complete single system image on top
of clusters that includes file system and networking support
to allow a wider range of applications that have been de-
veloped for SMPs to run on clusters. In this direction, we
are planning to examine commercial workloads, such as the
Apache WWW server, and the Kaffe JVM that are usually
run on small–scale SMPs.
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